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Learning to Listen
harnessing data to improve employee 

engagement



about me

VP Product Strategy @ Bridge

- rap music
- employee engagement
- dog costumes

zach pendleton |  zachp@instructure.com



takeaways
tools to develop a new 
listening program

turn insights 
into action

better communicate with 
executives



are you running a listening  / 
engagement program today?

Yes
56%

No
44%



are you using surveys?

Yes
96%

No
4%



birth of language



birth of language

simple words, sounds compound terms grammar, abstraction



simple words, sounds execute tasks

organizational communication

compound terms coordinate projects

grammar, abstraction build vision





Employees are four 
times as likely to be 
engaged.

Source: Watson Wyatt Worldwide. (2005). Effective Communication: A leading indicator of financial performance.



Shareholder value
increases by an average of 
twenty-nine percent.

Source: Watson Wyatt Worldwide. (2005). Effective Communication: A leading indicator of financial performance.



great listening programs…

are a conversation with 
employees



great listening programs…

ask about culture and 
create it.



how do we listen?



it depends.



5 people in your org?
talk to them



15 people in your org?
talk to them



what do I do?



dunbar’s number
The cognitive limit to the number 
of people with whom one can 
maintain stable social 
relationships.



how do we scale the 
conversation?



actionable feedback

conversation

share vision



consider the humble 
survey



(L&D / HR)



actionable feedback

conversation

share vision



making surveys work

right questions right frequency right response



asking the right questions



measure engagement

organizational support
value congruence
manager relationship
learning & development

retention
eNPS

INPUTS

OUTPUTS



reinforce culture

customer experience
integrity
simplicity



tactical

open enrollment
Which cereal in the 
breakroom?



tactical



engagement (12 questions)

Values (4 questions)

Tactical (2 questions)



anonymity: an aside



155 undergraduate students

evidence of cheating

The Impact of Anonymity on Responses to Sensitive Questions. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 2000.



The Impact of Anonymity on Responses to Sensitive Questions. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 2000.

seventy-four percent of respondents 
were honest when the survey was 
anonymous.



The Impact of Anonymity on Responses to Sensitive Questions. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 2000.

twenty-five percent of respondents were 
honest when the survey was confidential.



setting the right frequency



you can do 
anything





never ask for feedback more 
often than you’re able to 
respond.

(the golden rule of survey frequency)



giving the right response



quantitative



analyze trends



explore demographics



(correlation)





qualitative



I read all of the 
comments











CAREER

(sentiment analysis)



(topic analysis)



(anonymous conversations)



responding to feedback



dunbar (remix)





nudge. [nuhj] 
noun.

An automated suggestion designed to improve manager 
performance and increase employee engagement.



which nudges work?



1:1 Coaching



Recommended
Content





where do we go?



start listening



start speaking with vision



start



sdaines@instructure.com

free engagement survey
bridge by instructure



thank you!


